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Abstract
Every substance is associated to emission of electromagnetic radiation whose peaks are essentially influenced by
temperature. Hot bodies (i.e., at T >700 °C) emit electromagnetic radiation in the field of visible light
(incandescent light). The radiation emitted by cold bodies (i.e., at normal ambient conditions) in the visible light
range is defined as luminescence. Luminescent light is emitted by exciting substances by means of electron
fluxes (e.g., those generated in a cathode ray tube), using photon fluxes associated to electromagnetic radiations
with wavelengths lower than ~390 nm (fluorescence), by mechanical stress (triboluminescence), by small
temperature increase (thermoluminescence) or by biological processes (bioluminescence).
The value of luminescence demonstrations in teaching is unique. Indeed, by illuminating specific minerals and
other substances (such as chicken eggs, seashells, fossils, wood, scorpions, soda drinks) with non expensive
ultraviolet (UV) lights, it is possible to introduce the audience to several scientific arguments. Among these, the
most important are: a) the concept of radiation and electromagnetic spectrum, including the γ- and x-ray as well
as the radio wave extremes; b) the discovery and the essence of natural radioactivity; c) the concept itself of
visible light and the nature of the colours; d) the adaptability of the human eyes to the environment; e) the
principles of the atomic structure as well as the basic concepts of energy quantization, including the photoelectric
effect; f) the basic aspects of black-body radiation.
Keywords: fluorescence, luminescence, mineralogy, electromagnetic spectrum, radioactivity, atomic structure
1. Introduction
Our eyes are blind to nearly the entire electromagnetic spectrum. With this term, we refer to the range of
electromagnetic waves characterized by specific physical properties such as wavelength, frequency and photon
energy. These three concepts are strictly linked so that, once defined one of them, it is possible to calculate the
other two. The range of the electromagnetic spectrum comprises waves spread over more than twenty orders of
magnitude in length, from less than one billionth of millimeter to more than several ten thousand kilometers.
Radiation of electromagnetic waves represents a way to emit or transmit energy by means of mass-free particles
known as photons. We are immersed in a bath of radiation. Radiation is around us and bombards us, and our life
depends on it, albeit mostly inconsciously.
The great majority of the electromagnetic spectrum is invisible to our eyes, with the exception of a quite
insignificant range defined as “visible light” (Figure 1). Our brain is able to process the signals that it receives
after visible light impacts upon the retina, and we customarily associate specific wavelength ranges with the
name of specific “colours”. Contrary to popular thought, colours are not inherent properties of light, as are
energy or wavelength, nor of the matter. Rather, colours are the subjective interpretation that is the consequence
of energy causing chemical changes in retinal proteins. It is also true that matter is not associated to specific
colours, these changing as consequence of body temperature and external influences (e.g., stresses or particle
fluxes).
Light visible to human ranges from wavelengths close to 390 nm (nm = nanometer = one billionth of a meter) –
a colour that we define as violet – to the longest visible wavelengths of ~770 nm – with a colour that we define
as red. In between these two extremes, there are intermediate wavelengths that we conventionally define as blue
(~450 nm), green (~550 nm) or yellow (~600 nm). Wavelengths can be transformed into frequencies according
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the relationn:

ν = c/λ

(1)

where ν (tthe “n” letter of
o the Greek aalphabet) is thhe frequency, ii.e., the numbeer of times a w
wavelength rea
aches
the same pposition (e.g., the crest) in one second, c is the speed off light (~300.0000.000 m/s) annd λ is wavele
ength
(in m; Figuure 1).

Figure 1. E
Electromagnetic spectrum shhowing the wavvelength (in m
m), the frequenccy (in Hz) andd the energy (in
n eV).
The visibble light occuppy a very narroow range of thee spectrum. Inffra in Latin meeans “below”. Infrared indica
ates
the frequeencies below red
r colour. Ulttra in Latin meeans “over”. Ulltraviolet indiccates the frequencies higher than
t
vioolet colour.
e way
As a compparison, it is poossible to definne the colours as discrete vaalues of a contiinuous spectruum in the same
we define in western music
m
the speciific notes (or pitch) in the nnumber of sevven (plus five “middle notes” in
between, ffor a total of tw
welve basic soounds or frequuencies). A continuous range of wavelenggth (and freque
ency)
characterizzes the sound waves, and thhe notes playedd with a piano use only a veery small numbber of fundam
mental
frequenciees. Differently from electrom
magnetic radiaation, acoustic radiation is ccharacterized bby frequenciess that
are perceivved as similar if grouped in a ratio equal tto any integer power of two (e.g., 0.5, 2, 4 times, and so
o on).
Consequenntly, the variouus pitches (or notes) are groouped in a num
mber of basic classes that iss multiplied several
times. An example is thee number of a piano frets, whhich continuouusly repeat thee notes from A to G. The notte “A”
correspondds to a frequenncy of 440 Hz (78.4 cm acouustic wavelenggth) and the noote G to a frequuency of ~157
70 Hz
(22 cm). O
Our ear can liisten the fundamental frequuencies in a reelatively large range, from 220 Hz to ~20 kHz
(mostly frrom 100 to 100 kHz). Soundd waves with llower or higheer frequencies are not audibble for us. In other
words, pittches (or notees) could be aassociated to a given acouustic frequencyy in the samee way colours are
associatedd to a given electromagnetic ffrequency (andd, thus, a givenn wavelength)..
What folloows are the ressults of a three--year experiennce of the Museeo Universitarrio di Scienze ddella Terra (M
MUST
– Earth Scciences Museuum of Sapienzaa University off Rome) with ffluorescent miinerals. The paarticipation of more
than ten thhousand visitorrs to MUST duuring several pprograms and eexihibits conviinced us that flluorescent min
nerals
are powerrful tools to inncrease curiosiity general people about noot-easy-to-digeest concepts likke electromag
gnetic
radiation, radioactivity, electronic orbiitals and the oorigin of colourrs. This can bee done using eeasily available
e and
inexpensivve tools such as
a rocks and m
minerals, plus w
wood chunks, scorpions, maarine shells and chicken eggs. Of
course, theese concepts arre presented att very elementtary levels, to ggrab the attentiion of young ppeople with the
e aim
to inspire them to pursue studying scientific discipliines at secondary schools orr at university levels. The “w
wow”
effect of flluorescent minnerals is a seduuctive method enabling us to reach these gooals.
2. Lumineescence
Luminesceence is the ability of a mattter to emit vissible light as cconsequence oof an energy iinput. Examples of
energy inpput may be a temperature increase (theermoluminesceence), mechannical stress (ttriboluminesce
ence),
biological reactions (biooluminescence)), excitation byy means of eleectron flux (caathodoluminesccence) or enerrgetic
electromaggnetic radiattions (radioluuminescence and fluoresscence; Mazzzoleni and Appiani, 2010).
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Phosphorescence is the emission of visible light for a time variable from a fraction of seconds to many days after
energy input ends (a sort of afterglow). Tenebrescence is defined as the reversible persistence of a visible colour
different from the original, after the end of the energy input, a phenomenon that can last also several days as
visible under normal daylight.
Luminescence is a characteristic common of a few hundred of the nearly 5700 mineral species recognized by the
International Mineralogical Association. Of these, less than 30 species account for greater than 95% of the
classical minerals found in collectors’ showcases. The most striking luminescent effects are by far those related
to fluorescence and, to a minor degree, to phosphorescence. Many types of minerals show brilliant fluorescent
colours under specific wavelengths (ultraviolet – UV – lights), while others are characterized by different
fluorescent (and phosphorescent) colours under different wavelength UV lights.
3. Types of UV Sources
Custom, practicability and availability have determined the three main types of ultraviolet (UV) sources, defined
as UVA, UVB and UVC lights. UVA (longwave ultraviolet) lights emit light with a wavelength close to 365 nm
(range ~315-400 nm), UVB (midwave ultraviolet) lights peak around 300 nm (range ~290-315 nm) and UVC
(shortwave ultraviolet) lights peak around 254 nm (range ~200-290 nm). UVA lights are known as Wood bulbs
or black light bulbs, but now UVA flashlights equipped with nearly monochromatic LEDs are gaining popularity
in the marketplace. The cost of UVA flashlights ranges from ~2 to 500 USD depending on the intensity of the
light (expressed as mW or mW/m2) and the width of the emitted spectrum, with the narrowest (more focused)
being the most expensive. Several low-cost UVA flashlights claim to emit true 365 nm light, but, in reality, their
peak is quite wide and centred around 395 rather than 365 nm. Such cheap UVA lights are consequentially of
limited use in the study of fluorescent minerals because much of the emitted wavelengths can be seen by human
eyes, in the form of a violet colour. Strictly speaking, a true electromagnetic source focused at 365 nm should
emit little or no visible light and effectively this is what is seen with professional UVA lights. More professional
flashlights are equipped with a filter that selectively absorbs wavelengths longer than ~385 nm, i.e., those falling
in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. One such filter with a good quality/price ratio is
commercially sold with the label ZWB2.
UVB lights are tubes, because UVB LEDs are still too expensive and have insufficient power output to be used
in mineral displays. This wavelength is less commonly used by fluorescent mineral collectors, but can offer
surprising results in specific minerals (e.g., calcite specimens from Terlingua, Texas, US) characterized by a
peculiar fluorescent colour when observed with UVB light. These lights are used to treat diseases such as
psoriasis, atopic dermatitis and vitiligo. In order to be used by fluorescent mineral collectors, visible light output
must be blocked using specific filters, such as Hoya 325C or UL254S.
The sources for UVC lights are bulbs in which electrons excite mercury vapour, which then in turn emits 254 nm
light in addition to visible light. A 254 nm bulb is not expensive (ranging from ~5 to 50 USD, depending on the
power and the socket). What is expensive are the filters required to block visible light to much less than 10%
wavelengths >410 nm. The cost of the filters depends on the efficiency with which it absorbs unwanted
wavelengths, and the degree to which it is resistant to solarization. This latter is a phenomenon characterized by
a reduction in the transmission of UVC light as result of its reaction with the filter glass, but the most recent
filters seem to suffer this problem to a much lower degree. The cost of a practical UVC lamp ranges from ~100
to > 2000 USD depending on the power and the filter size. Unfortunately, at the moment there are nearly no
UVC light dealers in the entire Europe and the only market were to buy professional UVC lamps is US.
4. Energy of Photons
The energy of the photons emitted by any electromagnetic source is proportional to the frequency of that
radiation, and inversely proportional to wavelength. This means that the shorter the wavelength the higher the
frequency. The energy of a photon is characterized by its frequency divided by the Planck constant:
E = νk

(2)

where E is energy expressed in Joules (J), ν is frequency expressed in hertz (Hz; 1/second) and k is the Planck
constant (~6.63 x 10-34 Js). For example, a light with a wavelength of 525 nm is associated to the colour green by
our eyes. The frequency of this wavelength (eq. 1) is: (3 x 108 m/s)/(525 x 10-9 m) = 5.71 x 1014 Hz (= 1.75 x
10-15 s). The energy of such a photon is (eq. 2) = 5.71 x 1014 1/s * 6.62 x 10-34 Js = 3.78 x 10-19 J.
5. The Discovery of the “Invisible Light”
The exact nature of the visible light has interested alchemists and scientists for centuries. In 1666, 23 years-old
Isaac Newton used a triangular glassy prism to demonstrate that sun light was the sum of different rays (violet,
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indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red). Newton interpreted the different colours as very tiny particles, with
size increasing from violet (the most refracted colour) to red (with the least refraction) because he thought that
heavy particles were more difficult to deviate from the straight path. Few years after, the Dutch physicists
Christian Huyghens proposed the ondulatory theory of the light, in contrast with the corpuscular theory of
Newton. This is not the place to discuss these theories, but now it is known that both the interpretations are
correct. Indeed, it is possible to interpret light as having a dual nature, at the same time as a mass-free energetic
particle (photon) and as a wave, as mathematically demonstrated by the French physicist Luis de Broglie in his
1924 PhD thesis.
In 1800, the German-borne British astronomer and physicists Wilhelm Herschel found an answer to the
intriguing question of the ability of sun light to heat matter. Using a glassy prism, Herschel separated the colours
of white light and placed sensitive thermometers in the different colour strips. He found that the temperature
increased from violet (~390 nm) to red (~770 nm). With great surprise, he realized that the temperature
continued to increase moving far away from the red in the invisible light range. Herschel discovered the
existence of invisible light responsible for much of the heat of the sun (Herschel, 1800), later known as infrared
radiation (Figure 1).
The year after, the German physicist Johann Ritter asked himself: “If there is a radiation beyond the red, why do
not propose the existence of a radiation beyond violet?” Since alchemist times, it was well known that sun light
had the power to darken some silver salt (AgCl; silver chloride). Ritter knew that violet had the greatest power to
darken this substance. In 1801, he placed a thin layer of AgCl over a white paper strip under the sun light
decomposed with a glass prism. Surprisingly, he found that the silver salt became darker and darker at
wavelengths shorter than violet. He found the second source of invisible light, later known as ultraviolet light
(Figure 1).
6. Use of UV Lamps
Ordinary fluorescent bulb lights (e.g., those used in shop signs or in work places) consist of a generator of
ultraviolet energy. Inside the bulbs there is a coating of fluorescent powder or phosphor, which the ultraviolet
causes to fluoresce brilliantly, thereby producing visible light. The UV lamps described here are different from
classical fluorescent lamps, being simply emitters of radiant energy in the ultraviolet spectrum range. Their
energy output in the UV range can generate the fluorescence in natural objects such as minerals and rocks.
Fluorescent colours of minerals have a special ability to grab the attention of undergraduate as well as well more
advanced students and even expert adults. Fluorescent minerals actually emit light rather than reflecting incident
light as other objects do. They often show vivid and very saturated colours and frequently nearly monochromatic
wavelengths not commonly observed in other natural objects. Above all, the extraordinary effect of fluorescence
serves to transform ugly chunks of rocks into spectacular stars in home or museum displays (Figure 2). What is
needed is not expensive, considering the emotional payoff. A box with black painted walls with variable size and
a Plexiglas (or polycarbonate) or glass screen (with a minimum thickness of 2−3 mm) in front is basic. The
screen is essential for two reasons: 1) it prevents dust accumulation and 2) it stops the dangerous radiation from
UVC lamps. Different types of UV sources can be used, but considering that the most spectacular results are
those obtained using UVC lamps.
7. How Are Fluorescent Colours Generated?
The electrons orbiting around the nuclei of the elements move extremely fast (in the order of thousand of km/s,
which is in the order of one hundredth the velocity of light, still an incredibly high speed). The exact position of
a given electron in a single moment cannot be specified, as explained by the uncertainty principle proposed by
the 26-year-old German physicists Werner Heisenberg in 1927. Electrons move in specific volumes at a given
range of distances from the nucleus. These volumes are known as orbitals and can be described using the first
two quantic numbers in the dynamics of a quantum system such as the atom. The first (principal quantum
number n) indicates the distance from the nucleus, while the second (azimuthal quantum number l) indicates the
shape of the orbital.
Fluorescent minerals, on the other hand, behave in a partially different way, because they release back only a
part of the excitation energy. Indeed, the excited electrons (of fluorescent minerals) release a small amount of the
excitation energy as heat. This means that when the electron relaxes from its excited state to the ground level it
emits only a portion of the original photon energy (Figure 3). The difference between input and output energy is
called the Stokes shift, after George Stokes, who first described this process to explain the colour change in the
alkaloid quinine sulphate (C40H50N4O8S) and the green-to-blue colour change of some natural fluorites (CaF2)
from Alston Moor (UK; Stokes, 1852).
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Figure 2. M
Minerals observed with natuural light (left ccolum) and unnder UV light ((right column). Only the nam
me of
the fluoorescing minerrals are reporteed. Where not indicated, the UV light sourrce is shortwavve (UVC). a-b =
Fluorapatiite (Pakistan, Baltistan);
B
c-d = Halite (Polaand, Polkowicee) ; e-f = Chalccedony (USA, New Mexico); g-h
= Araggonite (Italy, Soommatino; UV
VA); i-j Powelllite (India, Nassik); k-l = Schheelite (China S
Sichuan); m-n =
Scheeliite (Austria, Saalzburg); o-p = Calcite (Chinna, Sichuan); qq-r = Calcite (iin septaria, Maadagascar); s-t =
Calcite annd Willemite (USA, New Jerrsey); u-v = Haardystonite, Cllinohedrite, W
Willemite and C
Calcite (USA, New
N
Jersey); w
w-x = Calcite aand Willemite (Zambia, Lusaaka).
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Figuree 2. (continued)).
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When an eelectron is hit by an energetiic radiation (e.g., a photon w
with particularrly high frequeency), it can ab
bsorb
the photonn energy, beinng excited andd moving to the outer shelll (Figure 3). In this situatiion the electro
on is
consideredd to be in an unstable
u
exciteed state and sooon will relax back to its oriiginal positionn (i.e., closer to the
nucleus). W
When relaxingg back to its ground state, the electrons of non-fluoreescent mineralls usually emiit the
entire exciitation energy. It is more or lless like considering a ball inn a stadium. Iff we give enerrgy to the ball (e.g.,
kicking it)) it can reach thhe steps of the stadium. The distance the ball will reach ddepends on thee energy input. The
ball will sttop to a given row (third, fiffth or twelfth), but not in inteermediate posiitions (i.e., it iis impossible that it
will stop inn between the sixth and the seventh row oof steps). In thiis case, kineticc energy (the kkick) is transformed
into potenttial energy. What
W happens too the electron ““kicked off” byy an energetic photon is anallogous.

he
Figure 3. Explanationn of fluorescennce. (1) A sourrce of high eneergy electromaagnetic radiatioon (UV) hits th
e
in thee crystal structture of a speciffic mineral or aamorphous subbstance; (2) the
electroon of specific elements
electron is excited and jumps
j
to higheer energy orbittal, adsorbing tthe input of ennergy; (3) the eelectron remain
ns in
ergy
its excitedd state, but loses some energgy by vibrationnal relaxation aand heat dissippation (the amoount of this ene
loss is callled Stoke’s shhift); (4) the exxcited electron comes back inn its ground staate, emitting pphotons with lo
ower
energy; (5) the emitted photon has low
wer energy annd, consequentiially, lower freequency and loonger wavelength,
possibly eentering in the narrow range of visible lightt. In this way, illuminated byy an “invisiblee light”, fluoresscent
m
minerals start eemitting “visibble light”.
Basically, Stokes stated that the energgy emitted musst be less than the original ennergy absorbeed. Lower enerrgy is
equivalentt to lower frequuency (eq. 2) aand longer wavvelength (eq. 1). This is grapphically illustrrated in Figure
e 3. If
the excitinng photon beloongs to UV raadiation it is innvisible to hum
man eyes (i.e.,, a pure UVA light appears dark
even if cuurrent is turnedd on and photoons are emitteed). This is obbvious when ddealing with x--ray tubes or, even
more cleaarly, when observing γ-ray emitting radioactive mineerals [e.g., uraanium-bearing minerals suc
ch as
uraninite – UO2 – or autuunite– Ca(UO2)2(PO4)210H2O]. Radioactivve minerals doo not glow but many of them emit
electromaggnetic wavelenngths even shoorter than x-rayys.
The discovvery of x-rays in December 1895 was posssible because Wilhelm Conrrad Röntgen w
was attracted by the
green fluoorescence coloour of barium platinocyanidde-coated glow
wing screens w
when he turneed on high vo
oltage
Crookes tuube (e.g., Pattton, 1993). Thhe discovery oof natural radiooactivity, in thhe form of invvisible rays ab
ble to
expose phhotographic fillms, was posssible because Antoine Henrri Becquerel tthought in 18996 that fluorescent
uranium-bbearing mineerals had thhe capacity to emit tthe same rrays recentlyy discovered by
Röntgen.P
Phosphorescencce is related tto the same prrocess, but it ttakes longer ffor the excitedd electrons to relax
back to thheir ground staate. This meanns that when tthe UV light is turned off, it is possible that some mineral
continues tto emit light thhat can be percceived in the ddarkness.
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8. The Orrigin of the Coolours
The originn of the colours depends on tthe capacity off the substancees to absorb sppecific wavelenngths of the viisible
light specttrum and reflect others. For example, wheen illuminated by sun light oor white artificcial light sourc
ces, a
red T-shirrt appears so to our eyes bbecause the m
material it is m
made of absorbbs all the wavvelengths with
h the
exception of those correesponding to rred. A white T
T-shirt does nnot absorb anyy wavelength in the visible light
spectrum, while a blackk tissue absorbbs nearly all w
wavelengths. Window glasss allows the ttransmission of the
entire visiible spectrum,, while green plastic sheetss absorb all thhe wavelengthhs with the exception of green.
g
Experimennts using norm
mal light (e.g.,, white light bbulbs or LEDs or solar lighht) easily illusstrate this effe
ect of
VB lamps cann facilitate undeerstanding.
absorptionn, transmissionn and reflectionn. UVA and UV

W) hypotheticaal electromagn
netic
Figure 4. Examples of strongly focussed UVA (LW)), UVB (MW)) and UVC (SW
The different heeight of the peeaks is qualitatiively indicativve of the energyy of photons. T
The three curv
ves in
sources. T
the visibble light range indicate the reesponse to UVC light to willemite (Zn2SiO
O4; Figs. 2t andd 2x), fluorapattite
[Ca5(PO4)3F
F; Fig. 2b] andd calcite (CaCO
O3; Figs. 2p annd 2t).
u
Some minnerals give a fluuorescent respponse only undder UVA light,, others only uunder UVC ligght and a few under
both typess of radiation,, often with ddifferent fluoreescent colourss. If a piece oof glass or anyy other transparent
plastic maaterial with lim
mited thicknesss (i.e., <1 cm) is interposed iin between an UVA light-acctivated fluorescent
mineral annd the UVA source
s
nothingg changes. UV
VA wavelengtths are not sub
ubstantially abssorbed by glass or
many plasstic materials. This means thhat if a calcitee has a UVA rred fluorescentt colour it conntinues to show
w the
same coloour. On the othher hand, UVC wavelengthhs are easily abbsorbed even by thin (i.e., 1 mm) transparent
glass and pplastic materiaal. This meanss that a mineraal showing brillliant fluoresceent colour undder UVC light loses
its colour iif a thin layer of glass or plaastic sheet is innterposed in beetween. In thiss way, the charracteristics of some
transparennt materials to absorb speciffic wavelengthhs (e.g., 254 nnm of UVC), and not otherrs (e.g., 365 nm of
UVA) cann be easily dem
monstrated withh surprising annd easy experim
ments.
9. Conclussions
The use off inexpensive UVA lights or more expenssive UVC lighhts has a large impact in activating curiosiity to
learn the oorigin of the colours
c
as welll as the princciples of electrromagnetic raddiation. Comppared to the ty
ypical
aesthetic m
minerals show
wn in museumss, fluorescent minerals cost less and, consequentially, aare easily avaiilable
(Figure 5). Fluorescencee displays can bbe arranged ussing portable eequipment (to bbe packed in a small case) and in
any spacee, obscurity beeing the only necessary reqquirement. W
Wearing safety gloves and gglasses is the only
precautionn, because a poowerful UV ligght can burn eyyes and skin (W
World Health O
Organization, 1994).
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Figure 5. Fluorescent mineral
m
showcaase of MUST (Museo Univerrsitario di Scieenze della Terrra – Earth Scien
nces
Museuum of Sapienzaa University off Rome) with sseveral fluorescent mineral aand rock samplles. (a) Sample
es
observed w
with white artiificial light; (b)) the same sam
mples observedd with 144 W S
SW (UVC) ligght. The bowl in the
lower lefft is made of urranium glass aand shows the cclassical acid ggreen fluorescent colour of m
minerals activa
ated
by the U
UO2-2 ions. Thee scorpion in thhe top left of Fig. 5a is activaated by LW (U
UVA) light (turrned down in Fig.
F
5b).
ween energy annd wavelength
h, the
Concepts concerning thhe atomic struccture, electronn orbitals, the relation betw
dual naturre of the light, photons, electromagnetic sppectrum, blackk-body radiatioon and even thhe origin of x- and
γ-rays can be introducedd using simple tools like UV light sources aand common m
minerals.
mple experimeents can be prresented and ddiscussed also with very youung visitors. A
Among these some
s
Several sim
with the m
most emotional effects are repported below:
1) Preparee a display witth black interiior and a frontt transparent pplastic cover, a normal LED
D strip (white light)
l
and a UVC lamp insidee, both fixed tto the top. Addditional UVA
A and/or UVB lamps can bee placed inside
e and
turned on in sequence or
o contemporanneously. Whenn UV light is oon, the white llight has to bee turned off. In
n this
case, it is possible to shhow the visitoors how the coolours of fluorrescent mineraals are generaated using diffferent
wavelengtths (Fig. 5). Att this step, the visitors can start reasoning aabout the diffeerent mechanissms of colours such
as those ggenerated by thhe visible (white) light (becaause of preferrential absorptiion of specificc wavelengths)) and
those geneerated by ultraaviolet light (aas consequencce of the excittation of electrrons coupled w
with some internal
heating).
VA flashlightss can be useed outside thhe case, allow
wing gloved visitors to ha
andle
2) Less ddangerous UV
UVA-reacctive minerals (e.g., calcite, aragonite, scappolite, sphalerrite, adamite, ffluorite), anim
mals (e.g., scorp
pions
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or chicken eggs) plants (e.g., mature robinia pseudoacacia stems) or seashells (e.g., leporicypraea mappa). It is
special to see the visitors’ reaction. Visitors can repeat the experiments buying cheap (less than 10-20 USD)
UVA flashlights or Wood bulbs. The suggestion to search for fluorescent minerals in the dark nights is
compelling for visitors.
3) Use UVA and UVC portable lamps to see the effect of Plexiglas (or normal glass) sheets in stopping or
transmitting specific wavelengths. Repeat this experience with white light and coloured Plexiglas slabs to show
the filter effect with visible light also.
4) Use phosphorescent paper on a wall illuminated by laser pointers with different wavelengths, e.g., red, green
and blue, with increasing photon energy. Usually, the first two laser colours have a too little energy to cause
phosphorescence on the paper, while blue (or violet) lasers can leave a track on the sheet. This helps the visitors
to understand the difference of the intensity of the energy of different wavelengths, emphasizing that ultraviolet
wavelengths are even more energetic.
5) Illuminate with UVA flashlight a mineral emitting fluorescent colours when illuminated by fluorescent UVA
light (e.g., wernerite, calcite, ruby, noble spinel, aragonite, cerussite, fluorite, hauyne, hackmanite, and so on).
Repeat the same procedure placing not expensive UV-blocking sunglasses in between the mineral and the UVA
flashlight. Visitors wil realize that the UV wavelengths of the UVA flashlight are effectively neutralized and the
reactive mineral stops emitting fluorescent light.
6) Use real banknotes and illuminate them with a normal flashlight and then with an UVA (or UVC) light source.
Visitors will bet surprised in observing symbols of different colours invisible with normal light. If available, use
also fake banknotes to show how distinguish real from counterfeit banknotes.
7) Use commercial sunscreen with high UV protection grade on fluorescent material (mineral, chicken egg shell,
scorpion, wood, volcanic glass, seashell, fossil, uranium-glass) drawing a simple sign or a letter. Do the same
with another substance (e.g., olive oil, toothpaste, honey) leaving a very thin layer on the fluorescent material.
The signs of both UV-blocking sunscreen and other fluid subsances are invisible under white light, but only
those drawn with sunscreen will result as dark areas when seen under UV lights, because sunscreen stops UV
radiation and that part of the fluorescent material will not be excited. The areas covered by thin films of other
fluid substances will fluoresce, because they do not stop UV radiation.
8) Use a fluorescent mineral with uranyl ion [e.g., autunite; Ca(UO2)2(PO4)2*12(H2O)] to show the fluorescence
colour (from bright green to lime green for autunite under both UVA and UVC light). Then use a Geiger counter
to show the different kind of ionizing radiations emitted from a uranium-bearing substance. Measure the number
of ionizing radiation of the radioactive substance placing the Geiger tube at a distance of 1-2 cm from the
radioactive substance. In case of radioactivity caused by natural uranium, three types of ionizing radiations are
always present. The first is associated to the emission of alpha (α) particles, consisting of 4He nuclei, with two
protons and two neutrons. This relatively heavy particle can travel only over a short distance from the source (no
more than a few cm) before being neutralized. It is easily blocked by a placing a thin sheet of paper in between
the Geiger tube and the radioactive source. The difference in the number of counts with and without the sheet of
paper measures the α particle flux. The second ionizing radiation is related to the emission of beta (β) particles,
nearly always consisting of electrons (β-) generated when a neutron of the radioactive element is transformed
into a proton, together with a neutrino to balance energy. Being nearly eigth thousand times less massive than α
particles, β- particles can travel longer distances, up to a couple of dm. This radiation flux is not blocked by a
sheet of paper, but by thicker metal slab, e.e., a ~2-3 mm thick aluminium lid. Also in this case, the difference
between the counts on the Geiger tube with and without the Al slab (and with or without the sheet of paper) can
measure the flux of β- or β- + α particles. All the radiation coming out from the radioactive substance (i.e.,
autunite) shielded by an Al slab is in the form of the third ionizing radiation, known as the γ rays. These are
strongly energetic electromagnetic radiations, i.e., of the same family of UV light, but much more energetic. It is
possible to show the public how our eyes cannot see the radiation emitted in the γ ray range, similarly to the x
ray, microwave, radar and radio wave ranges. Instead of using natural radioactive U-bearing minerals, it is
possible to use specific radioactive sources emitting α particles only (210Po), β particles only (14C) or γ rays only
(133Ba).
9) To illustrate the difference between polychromatic and monochromatic lights, and the generation of the
colours in everyday substances (jackets, t-shirts, book covers, fruit, and so on) show them to the public with
artificial white light (e.g., that coming from cold-light LEDs). Then turn off it and turn on a low-pressure sodium
vapour light (such as those used in old street lamplights; SOX bulbs). Actually, this kind of light reaches its
maximum emission about 10-15 minutes after ignition, so it would be necessary to turn on it in advance.
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Low-pressure sodium lights effectively emit nearly monochromatic light peaking at ~600 nm wavelength. When
illuminated by this kind of light, all the other colours simply disappear, replaced by different shades of grey. This
offers the possibility to show to the visitors how the colours of given substances (e.g., the green of a leaf or the
blue of a tissue) are not intrinsic features, but are simply the wavelengths not absorbed and bounced back
towards human eyes. A substance with a blue colour under sun light absorbs all the wavelegths with the
exception of those corresponding to blue. If the same substance is illuminated with a light without the
wavelength corresponding to blue (i.e., by using a low-pressure sodium light), it will result as black to dark gray.
With this easy experiment, it is possible to illustrate the difference of “normal” colours and the fluorescent
colours of the subsances.
To conclude, the experiments with light and, in particular, with fluorescent minerals, to be easily carried out in
presence of variegated public, are numerous and very easy to perform. When exposed to fluorescent minerals for
the first time, the people are blown away by it and go on to develop it as a hobby. This approach can foster a
lifelong continued interest in science.
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